40 Hope W isdoms
1. Hope makes life worthwhile, for without it, life seems worthless.
2. Hope comes from not being hard on yourself….but do not be too soft either.
3. Hope comes from striving for new solutions, knowledge and understanding.
4. Hope helps us to see obstacles and opportunities.
5. Hope comes from clarity, as clarity comes from hope.
6. Hope is a by product of forgiveness.
7. Hope is the brightest star amongst darkness.
8. Hope is sustained when you see the best in all, including ourselves.
9. Hope is the root of dreams becoming a reality.
10. Hope creates worthiness, and worthiness creates hope.
11. Hope cannot survive without truth.
12. Hope actualized makes the difference between dreamers and leaders.
13. Hope is maintained by not accepting things lower than our standards.
14. Hope comes from supporting ourselves with what is right.
15. Hope facilitates the impossible becoming the probable.
16. Hope is denied if we stay true to someone false.
17. Hope is infused from righteous anger being put to good use.
18. Hope presses us forward against all odds.
19. Hope is destroyed through gossip.
20. Hope comes from practicing what we preach.
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21. Hope denied is life denied.
22. Hope keeps us from narcissism.
23. Hope mends all broken hearts.
24. Hope stays alive when using discretion.
25. Hope is the door opener to all opportunities.
26. Hope is fed through discernment.
27. Hope is the first ingredient to manifestation.
28. Hope comes from loving for the sake of loving – not for the sake of being loved.
29. Hope makes viewing the imperfect as perfection.
30. Hope thrives in an attitude of gratitude.
31. Hope is the best gift one can give to another...and ourselves.
32. Hope is replenished through perseverance.
33. Hope is birthed from our beliefs, and our beliefs are birthed from hope.
34. Hope instigates learning as learning instigates hope.
35. Hope is the best possession a human can have.
36. Hope leads us to conviction, whereby defeat is defeated.
37. Hope is the meal that keeps us strong and courageous.
38. Hope leads us to try and fail rather than fail to try.
39. Hope is the best weapon against sadness and grief.
40. Hope is reflected by our inner calmness and outer energy.
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